
Upgrading your sound processor can make it easier  
to connect with people and technology you love.

You don’t have to imagine. You can 
experience the difference for yourself.

Have you imagined having better conversation in noisy places, making calls  
with confidence, or enjoying streamed music directly from your smartphone?

It’s all possible with the Kanso® 2 Sound Processor.

Comfort and discretion in the world’s smallest and 
lightest rechargeable off-the-ear sound processor1

Advanced hearing technologies. With SmartSound® iQ 
with SCAN and ForwardFocus, you can hear your best 
wherever you are, even if it’s noisy2-5

Smart connectivity so you can control your sound 
processor and directly stream calls, music and 
more from a compatible Apple or Android™ device*

Built-in rechargeable battery to last across 
your busy day~

Improved dust and water resistance+ for added 
peace of mind

Hear the difference. Feel the difference

Smart has never
been so simple



ForwardFocus
Reduce distracting noise 
coming from behind you

Unique control feature, the ForwardFocus#, 
reduces noise coming from behind you, 
so you can more easily enjoy face-to-face 
conversations in challenging listening 
environments such as in a café or a restaurant.

Whether you’re in a noisy café, windy 
playground or a quiet office, SmartSound iQ                        
with SCAN automatically analyses your 
surroundings and adjusts the sound processor 
settings to optimise your hearing. This can help 
you to hear sound, speech and music more 
clearly.2-4 Dual microphones work together to 
filter out background noise and provide better 
hearing performance in noise than a single 
microphone.4

Connect to your world like never before

The Kanso 2 Sound Processor connects you to the 
people you love and the world we live in. You can 
directly stream calls, music and entertainment from 
a compatible Apple or Android™ device.*

You can control device settings and function, set 
personalised hearing goals with the Hearing Tracker, 
use Sound Check to test a loved one’s sound 
processor microphones, and the app can even help 
you to locate a misplaced sound processor.

Small and light, with a powerful built in rechargeable 
battery and the highest available dust and water 
resistance rating^, the Kanso 2 Sound Processor can help 
you live an active lifestyle, all day every day. 

Add the security of Aqua+ and your Kanso 2 Sound 
Processor becomes waterproof so you can surf, snorkel or swim in the sea, lake, river 
or pool.^ You can also choose from a range of optional retention accessories to ensure 
that you feel more confident while enjoying your active lifestyle.

Designed for active lifestyles 

By upgrading to the Kanso 2 Sound Processor you’ll benefit from technology and accessories that can help you hear  
your best, connect to the people you love, and live an active lifestyle.

When hearing is easier, everything can become easier. 

Focus on what’s important

“Conveniently activated with a flick of 
a finger on the app, it blocks out noise 
and focuses on the speech sound. It 
makes conversations so much more 
enjoyable now.”
Bryan, Cochlear Nucleus system recipient

 

“The sound quality is much clearer. I can engage in meaningful 
and enjoyable conversations with my family and friends.”
Audrey, Cochlear Nucleus system recipient



Talk to your HCP or Cochlear rep and ask about a trial 
so you can experience it for yourself

Small and light, with a powerful built in rechargeable 
battery and the highest available dust and water 
resistance rating^, the Kanso 2 Sound Processor can help 
you live an active lifestyle, all day every day. 

Add the security of Aqua+ and your Kanso 2 Sound 
Processor becomes waterproof so you can surf, snorkel or swim in the sea, lake, river 
or pool.^ You can also choose from a range of optional retention accessories to ensure 
that you feel more confident while enjoying your active lifestyle.

 

Benefit

Hear your best 
 in any environment  

automatically

Filter out background 
noise automatically

Reduce noise  
coming from  
behind you

Directly stream calls  
from Apple or 

Android device* 

Control of your 
device at your 

fingertips

Participate actively in 
challenging listening 

situations

Enjoy water activities  
with confidence

Save on buying 
new batteries

Feature SmartSound iQ with 
SCAN technologies Dual microphones ForwardFocus# Direct streaming Nucleus Smart App** True Wireless™ Aqua+ Rechargeable 

battery

Next Generation†

   Kanso 2

Earlier Generation†

Kanso
  

Phone streaming available 
through Cochlear Wireless 

Phone Clip

Nucleus 6
  

Phone streaming available 
through Cochlear Wireless 

Phone Clip

Nucleus 5
  

Automatic hearing 
adjustment  with 

SmartSound® Everyday 
program and an audio input

CP802
  

Automatic hearing 
adjustment with 

SmartSound Everyday 
program and an audio input

 
Moisture and dust resistant

Freedom®

How does my sound processor compare?

What are my next steps to upgrade? 
As you progress on your upgrade journey, having a consultation with your hearing care professional will be a vital step. They will answer any questions you may have about upgrade 
eligibility, funding options, new sound processor features and more. During your clinic appointment ask your clinician about a possibility to trial the Kanso 2 Sound Processor to see 
if it is a right solution for you. 

Book an appointment with your hearing care professional today and experience the difference for yourself.

† Cochlear Sound Processors. Not all product are available in all countries.



Cochlear is dedicated to helping people with moderate to profound hearing loss experience a world full of 
hearing. As the global leader in implantable hearing solutions, we have provided more than 650,000 devices and 
helped people of all ages to hear and connect with life’s opportunities.

We aim to give people the best lifelong hearing experience and access to next generation technologies. We 
collaborate with leading clinical, research and support networks to advance hearing science and improve care.

That’s why more people choose Cochlear than any other hearing implant company.

Hear now. And always
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* The Cochlear Nucleus Kanso 2 Sound Processor is compatible with Apple and Android devices. For compatibility information visit  www.cochlear.com/compatibility

~Expected battery life is up to 18 hours. Individual results may vary depending on type of implant, programming parameters and battery choice.

+Compared with its predecessor model. The Kanso 2 Sound Processor is dust and water resistant to level IP68 of the International Standard IEC60529.

# ForwardFocus is a clinician-enabled, user-controlled feature.

**The Cochlear Nucleus Smart App is available on App Store and Google Play. For compatibility information visit www.cochlear.com/compatibility

^  The Kanso 2 Sound Processor is dust and water resistant to level of IP68 of the International Standard IEC60529. The Kanso 2 Sound Processor with Aqua+ is dust and water 
resistant to level of IP68 of the International Standard IEC60529. Aqua+ can be continuously submerged under water to a depth of up to 3 metres for up to 2 hours. Refer to the 
relevant User Guides for more information.

Please seek advice from your health professional about treatments for hearing loss. Outcomes may vary, and your health professional will advise you about the factors which could 
affect your outcome. Always follow the directions for use. Not all products are available in all countries. Please contact your local Cochlear representative for product information.

Some people depicted in this brochure are models and are not cochlear implant system recipients.

Trial availability as well as terms and conditions may vary, so consult your clinician for trial opportunities and details.

Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android is a trademark of Google LLC.

Cochlear, Hear now. And always, Kanso, Nucleus, Freedom, SmartSound, True Wireless and the elliptical logo, and marks bearing an ® or ™ symbol, are either trademarks or 
registered trademarks of Cochlear Limited (unless otherwise noted).
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